Course Analytics: Course At-a-Glance

Available for Original and Ultra courses: Pathways to access will be different.

- Blackboard offers instructors several report options to track student course engagement and compare course Blackboard use with Departmental averages.
- Course Analytics reports are easy to find, run and interpret.
- Making use of these reports can help faculty make decisions about their instruction and course design based upon data.
- The Course At-a-Glance report provides relevant information to gauge learner Blackboard use.
- More Info: "REX Tools for Teaching Available to Instructors: Get a Bird’s Eye View of Your Course Across Campus" (DoIT News, 3/28/17)
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1. To access the Blackboard Course Analytics reports, Course Management > Control Panel > Evaluation > Course Analytics.
2. Click on Course At-a-Glance and the report will open and render in a separate tab.

The linked screencast illustrates the use and interpretation of the Course At-a-Glance report.
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